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Abstract

This is a brief manual detailing how to run and visualise a Kinetic
Monte Carlo simulation of a square-well/hard sphere fluid, using sim-
ulation code developed during my PhD project and which is publicly
available. Kinetic Monte Carlo is a computationally inexpensive serial
algorithm for the simulation of systems, such as colloids, where inertia
is unimportant and particle motion consists of small, random ‘hops’.
The code generates plaintext trajectory files which may be converted
into standard XYZ trajectories for visualisation or analysis.

1 Introduction

This manual concerns Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) code which was used
in Refs. [2, 1] to study the kinetics of phase transitions in model colloidal
systems. Details of the algorithm are available in those papers and, in more
detail, in my thesis.

KMC is a computationally inexpensive way of simulating the behaviour
of a box of particles undergoing Brownian motion, i.e. performing random
thermal ‘hops’, such as colloids. Each simulation step consists of randomly
choosing a particle, randomly proposing a small movement of that particle,
and then accepting/rejecting the proposed move based on the energy change
it induces.
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In this manual I walk through how to download and compile code suitable
for performing simulations of hard sphere (purely repulsive) or square-well
(attractive) particles, with or without polydispersity, how to run a simple
simulation, and how to visualise it using OVITO.

1.1 Prerequisites

• A working C/C++ compiler (gcc will be assumed here). This can be
installed on Mac OS X from within Xcode (having installed Xcode
first).

• Use of a terminal (e.g. the Terminal app in OS X).

• OVITO, if visualisation is required. Packages can be downloaded from
http://www.ovito.org/index.php/download2/binary-packages.

2 Downloading and building the code

2.1 Downloading

The code repository is available at https://bitbucket.org/johnjosephwilliamson/phd-
code-clone-bitbucket. On that page, there is the option to clone the repos-
itory using Mercurial, or to just download it as a zip file. The repository
contains a number of analysis programs and different versions of the code.
We will only need a few of them to actually run a simulation. All paths are
given relative to the top-level folder of the repository.

2.2 Compilation

2.2.1 Initialiser

The initialiser is needed to create the initial configuration of particles. It
lives in the folder:

Initialiser

and is compiled simply by:

g++ initialiser.cpp -o initialiser
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2.2.2 Main simulation code

Here we will be using the code for square-well particles, which consist of
hard spherical cores surrounded by attractive wells of some given strength
and range. We will be using the ‘scalable’ definition of the range [2]. The
code is in:

SQWell_Simulation/ScalableCompilation

and is compiled using a makefile, like this:

make all

This compilation requires the boost libraries. As long as the repository
was downloaded in full and the structure of folders not altered, they will be
found automatically. Three executable files are generated:

SQWell_s_0, SQWell_s_1, SQWell_s_2

2.2.3 XYZ converted (for visualisation)

To convert the output files of the simulation into standard XYZ trajectory
files – which can be opened using OVITO – there is a conversion program
available. It is in:

XYZ_Converter

and is compiled with:

g++ XYZ_converter -o XYZ_converter

3 Running a simulation

We have compiled the three programs needed to initialise, run and then
visualise a simulation. I will now go through each step. Before beginning,
make a new folder, copy all the executables compiled in the previous section
into that directory, and navigate into the directory, where everything will
take place from now on. We will run a simulation of gas-liquid separation in
a cubic box containing square-well particles.
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3.1 Initialisation

First, we need to tell the initialiser to produce a starting configuration of
a certain number of particles in a box of a certain size. This requires the
creation of a configuration file, preinit.txt, to tell the initialiser what pa-
rameters to use.

Create the file with any text editor (e.g. pico):

pico preinit.txt

then copy in the following as-is:

N 1000

VOLFRAC 0.229

RANDOMSEED 10

XLATTICE 0

YLATTICE 0

ZLATTICE 0

YNUM 13

ZNUM 13

XNUM 13

FRACT 0.545

MAXRAD 1000

MINRAD 0

POLYDISPERSITY 0.00

MONO 1

This tells the initialiser we want 1000 particles, at a volume fraction (the
proportion of the box volume taken up by particles) 0.229. The random seed
does not need to be varied unless we are going to run multiple simulations
with the same properties, to improve statistics. The XLATTICE etc. are
only needed when using a crystal template, so must be set to zero in the
present case. YNUM etc. divides the box into a certain number of sub-
boxes, which speeds up initialisation – setting them too high will create an
error, with details in the error file which is produced. FRACT again applies
only to crystal templates so is irrelevant here. MAXRAD and MINRAD
constrain the particle size distribution if polydispersity is being used. This
is not the case here – all the particles are the same size, hence the values of
POLYDISPERSITY and MONO.

Save the file and exit the text editor. Then, run the initialiser executable:
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./initialiser

The initialiser will run, growing the particles from points to their required
size, while moving them around at random to make space for the expansion.
When the scale factor exceeds 1, press any key to exit the initialiser. A new
file, init.dat has been created.

3.2 Equilibration

Since KMC is a dynamical simulation method, we are not usually interested
in equilibrium as such, rather in how a system progresses towards equilibrium
(in the present case, by splitting into gas and liquid phases). The ‘equilibra-
tion’ step here therefore refers to a short run in between initialisation and
the production simulation, to e.g. relax particle positions before turning on
square wells. We won’t bother with that here, instead just running an equi-
libration step of 0 length.

The simulation parameters for this step, and the next, are set in the file
simconfig.txt. Generate this file, and copy the below in as-is:

EQUILTIME 0

MAXTIME 1000

DELTA 0.08

RANDOMSEED 10

XRES 0.5

STATICLATTICE 0

LATTICEOFFSET 0

INTERVAL 0.2

CRYSTINTERVAL 0.2

DENSITYINTERVAL 0.2

OVERLAPINTERVAL 0.2

NOINTERACT 0

DEPTH 1.82

RANGE 0.15

The first line says we want ‘equilibration’ to last for 0 time units. MAX-
TIME sets the time limit for the production run (next section) – given that
the simulation can be stopped at any time, this can be set to any large value
if we are not sure how long a simulation we need, but the value here is suffi-
cient to observe interesting behaviour. DELTA sets the mean size of particle
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‘hops’. Too high is unphysical, too small is very slow. The INTERVALs set
the time-spacing of printing to data files. DEPTH sets the depth, in units
of the thermal energy, of the attractive wells, while RANGE sets their range
(which is added to the hard core diameter 1). These last two parameters are
chosen so as to induce gas-liquid separation here. Note that hard sphere
simulations correspond to just setting the range and depth to zero.

Now, run the equilibration step by executing:

./SQWell_s_1

The ‘1’ indicates that this is the equilibration, not production, code. The pro-
gram runs, and uses init.dat and simconfig.txt (the contents of preinit.txt
is not read) to perform the equilibration step. When EQUILTIME is
reached, it stops (with a spurious error warning). More files have now been
produced: data files, prefixed PRE to indicate the equilibration stage, and
most importantly the file equil.dat which will serve as the input for the
production simulation.

3.3 Production simulation

In the production simulation, the system evolves for as long as is set by
MAXTIME. At intervals, various statistics are printed to various DAT
prefixed files (e.g. the amount of crystal growth in the system).

Run the production stage by executing:

./SQWell_s_0

The run to 1000 time units will take a few hours on a modern computer.
The key files produced are DAT static props.dat and DAT dynamic props.dat.
An example static file is shown below (the one produced here will be different,
so have a look at it):

RANDOMSEED = 500

N = 5000

VOLFRAC = 0.34000000000000002442

LX = 66.40048685359379021520

LY = 10.82503886715439733734

LZ = 10.82503886715439733734

DELTA = 0.08000000000000000167
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TIMESTEP = 0.00020000000000000001

XLATTICE = 1

YLATTICE = 10

ZLATTICE = 10

LATSEP = 1.08250388671543973373

FRACT = 0.58950000000000002398

STATICLATTICE = 1

WALLWIDTH = 1.77160717396533096135

XPERIODIC = 0

maxrad = 0.59053572465511028344

minrad = 0.40195331004775580741

meanrad = 0.50000000000000000000

meanrad^2 = 0.25087629109113401826

meanrad^3 = 0.12631371135273947170

polydisp = 0.05920442858888252252

0 0.53714621538851226035 60.43276993382191619730 6.94684812847467103580

3.07619593477889763378 1

1 0.49633163352350928577 37.79542565694896438799 3.53764099190837599807

4.14574706813097382252 1

2 0.52258006650135480076 1.68012068345685694482 0.22060360680406057576

9.84655924144557914701 1

[PARTICLE LIST CONTINUES...]

As can be seen, the static properties file contains all the overall simulation
properties which may be required by an analysis program, followed by a
particle list describing the starting configuration, in the form:

index, radius, x, y, z, is-mobile

The dynamic properties of the trajectory, i.e. the particle positions through
time, are contained in numbered files named:

0_DAT_dynamic_props.dat

1_DAT_dynamic_props.dat

The static and dynamic files contain a full description of the system’s
spatial configuration, at a time resolution specified in simconfig.txt, so that
any other desired properties can be extracted by separate analysis programs.
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4 Visualisation

When the simulation has finished, the above-mentioned dynamic properties
file can be converted into a standard XYZ trajectory file, which may be
opened in OVITO for visualisation. Run the converter with this command:

./XYZ_converter 50 0 4999

The first argument says there are 50 ‘time-points’ per dynamic properties
file, the second tells the converter which one to start at (we’ll use the zero’th
one, to see the starting configuration of the production simulation), and
the third says how many time-points to analyse. In this case, we’ve got an
interval of 0.2, and 1000 time units, giving 1000/0.2 = 5000 time points
available. If the simulation was run for less time, set the third argument to
an appropriate smaller value.

The output of the conversion is a file Trajectory 0 4999.xyz, which
contains a standard XYZ format description of the trajectory. This can be
read into OVITO as a series of snapshots. The order of the columns (which
is required when telling OVITO how to interpret them) is:

index, x-coord, y-coord, z-coord, particle-radius, is-crystalline

4.1 OVITO

To open the XYZ file in OVITO for visualisation, take these steps:

• Open OVITO

• Choose ‘File→Import Data’

• Select the file Trajectory 0 4999.xyz

• When prompted, choose the option to ‘Load file containing a sequence
of snapshots’, and assign the columns (below).

The columns should be assigned like this:

Col 1. data type none

Col 2. data type float, data channel position, component x

Col 3. data type float, data channel position, component y
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Col 4. data type float, data channel position, component z

Col 5. data type float, data channel radius

Col 6. data type none

The XYZ file will be read-in, and the system can now be visualised in OVITO.
As time progresses, separation – actually, spinodal decomposition – into gas
(less dense) and liquid (more dense) regions becomes apparent (especially if
the ‘slice’ modifier is used to take a slice through the box). The size of the
regions grows with time, a process called ‘coarsening’.

5 Extras

5.1 Running in the background

On a normal UNIX-like system (e.g. Mac OS X), any of the programs here
can be run in the background by executing:

nohup ./[program_name] &

5.2 Crystal template

Ref. [1] contains simulation of crystal growth, where growth is induced by a
template. If this is desired, change these lines in preinit.txt:

VOLFRAC 0.45

...

XLATTICE 1

YLATTICE 7

ZLATTICE 7

...

FRACT 0.5895

before initialising the simulation. This makes the simulation box cuboidal,
instead of cubic, with a higher volume fraction, and places at one end an
immobilised layer of crystal-arranged particles to act as a template. The
subsequent growth is very nice to watch in OVITO.
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6 Conclusion

The above details should be sufficient to perform simple simulations, and
parameters can be varied as desired to see their effects (for instance, try
running a simulation with MONO 0 and POLYDISPERSITY 0.1 to have
a spread of different particle sizes). All the simulation data in the references
and in my thesis are produced from the simulation procedure described here,
and the various home-made analysis programs also available in the repository.
The Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm has proved relatively simple to implement
and to optimise, allowing the very large simulations sometimes required to
be run on reasonable timescales.
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